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ABSTRACT

CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES OF A CLASS OF PROBABILISTIC
ADAPTIVE SCHEMES CALLED SEQUENTIAL REPRODUCTIVE PLANS

by

Nancy Martin

Chairman: John H. Holland

A reproductive plan is a mathematical model describing certain

aspects of the duplication and selection processes in natural genetic

adaptation. These models occur in artificial genetics, which is the

use of ideas from genetics to develop general problem solving techniques

for computers.

A reproductive plan is a sequential stochastic process involving

n-tuples which correspond to chromosomes in genetics. The individual

elements of the n-tuples, which correspond to genes, may be simple

numeric constants or may be such complex structures as computer algo-

rithms. The plan also involves a sequence of probability distributions

defined over the n-tuples.

At each step of the stochastic process, one of the n-tuples is

selected using the current probability distribution. The "value" of

the selected n-tuple is then obtained from an ~xternal function or

subroutine. This value is then used to define a new probability distri-

bution for the next step of the process.

A particular reproductive plan is said to converge if the distri-

butions developed at each step converge to a distribution which selects

the most valuable n-tuple. We analyse the convergence properties of

several subclasses of reproductive plans. We show that in a suitably

restricted problem domain one subclass, SRI plans, converges. We also

show that the convergence is not fast enough to achieve finite loss.



By relating reproductive plans to a class of models used in mathematical

psychology, linear additive models, we show that several subclasses of

reproductive plans do not converge.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Logic of Computers Group at The University of Michigan has

been studying methods of applying the techniques of natural genetic

adaptation to develop adaptive techniques for problem solving with

computers. We will use the term artificial genetics to refer to this

process. We give here a very brief description of the genetic approach

to problem solving in order to demonstrate the origins of the adaptive

procedures we have investigated. For a thorough introduction we

recommend Holland [to be published]. Chapter 1 of Hollstien (1971)

relates the artificial genetic approach to adaptive control processes.

Chapter 1 of Cavicchio (1970) relates the artificial genetic approach

to pattern recognition and problems in artificial intelligence.

We separate the world of the adaptive process into two parts:

the adaptive algorithm and the environment with which it must interact.

If an algorithm is to be adaptive then something internal to the

structure of the algorithm must change as time progresses. The first

problem is to find an adequate method of representing that which will

change. As in natural genetics, artificial genetics assumes that

there is a set, A, of "chromosomes". Each chromosome or string

A E: Jt is an n-tuple, (a l , ••• , a ) where the a. can be simple constants
n 1

or quite complex structures such as the instructions for a computer

subroutine. The a. are referred to as genes. Hollstien (1971) has
1

investigated the use of Gray codes (also known as reflected codes)

and Hash codes to make the representation of information in the n-tuple

more efficient.

1
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We ilia)' view the problem of adaptation as a transformation IH'obl€'m:

from a set of strings At obtain a new set of strings A t + l hy applying

a set of operators based on some evaluation of the strings in At'

We a.ssume that external to the adaptive protess there is an evaluation

function that evaluates the elements of tJIfIt and that the results of

this evaluation are available to the genetic process. In an artificial

genetic adaptive scheme the operators are modeled after the natural

genetic operators: duplication, crossover, inversion, mutation and

dominance.

In the approach taken by Holland (to be published), the process

is divided into two stages. The duplication operator is applied to

~ to provide a new set~ t containing multiple copies of some of

the strings of~. The number of copies made of a particular string

depends on the evaluation of that string. So duplication is a copying

process that does not alter the individual strings. In the second

state of the process, the other operators are applied to the set ~'t

to form a new set of strings. Then the evaluation process is used to

reduce the size of this set to form At + l •

The crossover operator is a function which takes two strings

as arguments and creates two new strings by interchanging genes of one

string with the corresponding genes of the other string. For example

if

then the result of a simple crossover operator might be the strings

(al, ••• ,a.,b. l, •.• ,b) and
1 1+ n

(b 1,···,b.,a. 1,···,a).
. 1 1+ n
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The result of a "double" crossover operator might be

(al, ••• ,ai,bi+l, •.• ,bk,ak+l, •.• ,an) and

(b l ,·· • ,hi ,ili+l"" ,uk ,bk+1,··· ,bn)·

The inversion operator is a function of a single string which reverses

the order of some segment of the string. For example, the result

of applying an inversion operator to string A above might be the string

(al, •.• ,ai'~'~_l,••. ,ai+l'~+l,••. ,an)' The mutation operator makes

random changes in the genes. The dominance operator is only applicable

when the chromosomes have a more specific structure. Essentially,

it chooses which copy of a gene will be effective if there is more than

one representation for the same gene in the string.

The mutation, crossover and inversion operators can also be applied

at the gene level to change the structure of the individual a. IS.
1

A review of some of the algebraic aspects of these operators is presented

in Foo and Bosworth (1972).

Experimental work with artificial genetic adaptation has been

carried out by Hollstien (1971), Cavicchio (1970), Bosworth, Foo and

Zeigler (197~and Dan Frantz (1972). Holland began the theoretical

investigation by analyzing the duplication phase of the process in

(1969) and (1970). The present work is limited to this first phase

of the adaptive scheme.

In order to capture the notion of duplication theoretically, a

new algorithm called a Reproductive Plan was developed which did not

use the other operators. It was intended that this algorithm could

act as a driver program for the total genetic scheme.

A Reproductive Plan is a sequential stochastic process. If we

view adaptation as a decision theory problem, then we must decide at
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each time step which elements of~to choose. The problem is to find

a suitable process to maximize the sum of all the outcomes or to find

a process that eventually only chooses the "best" element of ~,

according to some measure of "best", One method of making this decisjon

is to have a probability vector over the space~ \.,rhich changes with

experience. There are many methods, both linear and nonlinear for

changing the values of the probability vector according to past perfor

mances. Many of these methods have been explored using different

terminology by mathematical psychologists in searching for a model of

behavior. While we are not interested in modeling any actual observed

behavior, we are interested in taking advantage of the analysis that

has been made and extending it to our particular requirements.

Shapiro and Narendra (1969) have compared the performance of

several mathematical psychology models in the problem of function

optimization with noise. Norman (1970) has done extensive work in

analyzing a model which we show is very close to the reproductive plans

of Holland.

Non-probabilistic methods of choosing among the elements of ~

have also been studied. A special problem of the type we are considering

is called the n-armed bandit problem. This problem is generally stated

as follows: we are given n coins with unknown probabilities P1, ... ,Pn

of heads. At each time step we are to choose which coin to toss.

The objective is to find a sequential decision procedure that maximizes

the limiting proportion of heads. Robbins (1952) was one of the first

statisticians to examine the problem of sequential testing. He developed

a successful rule for the case n = 2 which used the sample mean of the

previous t tosses to choose the coin for the (t+l)st toss. The rule

included a provision that prevented a coin from only being tested a
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finite number of times. Later Robbins (1956) restated the problem

allowing only a fixed number of previous tosses to be used in the

decision making process. This problem is referred to as the bandit

problem with finite memory. The exact interpretation of the term

finite memory has been discussed in the literature and related to

automata theory. For example see Cover (1969) and Hellman and Cover

(1970, 1971).

In the present work we develop the conditions for convergence

of reproductive plans and relate this to the models of mathematical

psychology and statistical decision theory.
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CHAPTER 2

REPRODUCTIVE PLANS

In this chapter we define a class of algorithms for adaptation

similar to those developed by Holland (1970). This class of algorithms

treats adaptation as a decision theory problem. There is a set of

possible strategies and a probability vector over the strategies.

There is also an evaluation function which measures the "worth" of a

strategy at a particular time. A procedure sequentially chooses a

strategy according to the probability vector. The procedure does

not have direct access to the evaluation function but receives the

resulting value of the function applied to the strategy choosen.

This value is used to update the probability vector for the next choice.

The object is to have the probability of the "best" strategy in S

approach one as the number of trials increases. If a procedure is

such that the probability of choosing any particular strategy in S

goes to one with the number of trials, we say the procedure converges

to that strategy. We now give definitions to make these notions

precise.

Definition 2.1: <A,~,S> is a p~obZem basis where

A is a set of possible or admissible structures,

~ is a function that assigns to each structure in A a random

variable. We restrict the choice to the set of finite real

random variables whose moment generating functions exist,

S is a set of strategies for choosing structures from the space

A. A strategy in S is a method for determining a trajectory

or set of trajectories through tpe space A.

6
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Exampll' 2.2: In a zero-sum, t\vO person game, let the structurl'S of A h'

the pure strategies for player one, IAI = M,
M

T = {(Pl, ••• ,PM)!O ~ Pl· S 1, E p. = l), let f:S·+ T be 1-1, onto and
- i=l 1

for s € S, 5 chooses structure a. of A with probability p. where p. is
1 1 1

the ith component of the probability vector f(s). Note that in this

example the word "strategy" is being used in two senses: first in its

usual game theoretic sense and second to refer to elements of S which are

"strategies for choosing strategies". For a € A, the random variable II (a)

would be the "payoff" function of a. If we assume that player two always

uses the same mixed strategy, then II (a) is a simple random variable as

in Definition 2.1 and <A,ll,S> is a problem basis. However, if player

two changes his strategy with time ll(a) no longer satisfies Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.3: A problem basis <A,ll,S> is deterministic if for each

a € A, ll(a) is a finite constant (hence its variance is zero), and the

strategies s € S are not probabilistic.

Example 2.4: If the structures in the set A are vectors in n-space,

then anyone of the standard function maximization algorithms of numerical

analysis would be a nonprobabilistic strategy for determining a new

structure of A given one or more "previous" structures and their function

values II (a.) • A collection of such algorithms could be the set S in a
1

deterministic problem basis.

Definition 2.5: A strategy s € S is a pure strategy if s always selects

the same element of A.

uefinition 2.6: A problem basis <A,ll,S> is pure if S is a set of pure

strategies and the variances of the random variables ll(a), a € A, are

nonzero.
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The problem of maximi zing a real valued function defined on a finite

set of points \\There there is random noise in the function evaluation

can be considered a pure problem basis. Here A = {al, •.• ,an } is a set

of n points on the real line, ~(a.), i = l, ••• ,n, is uniformly distributed
1

with mean p. in the interval [p.-2,p.+2] and S is thG set of pure strategies
111

such that there is one and only one strategy in S for each element of

A. This problem was discussed by Shapiro and Narendra (1969).

The n-armed bandit problem is an example of a pure problem basis

with A the set of n arms,

J )l(a.)
1

=
with probability p.

1

with probability l-p ..
1

]

]

]

]

]

]

]

]

.]

]

Again, S is the set of pure strategies such that there is one and only

one strategy in S for each element of A.

Definition 2.7: A sequentiaZ adaptive scheme~ SAS, over the problem

basis <A,)l,S> is an algorithm for choosing

1. An initial starting structure of A denoted AO

2. At each time step, t, a strategy from S to be used to

obtain a new structure.

Definition 2.8: A probabiZistic sequentiaZ adaptive scheme~ PSAS, is

an SAS with the strategy at time t chosen according to a probability

distribution over S.

Definition 2.9: A PSAS over a problem basis <A,)l,S> is said to converge

to the set HCS if lim L: P = 1 where P is the probability of
t+oo s£H s,t s,t

choosing strategy s at time t •
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We will use the following notation:

t time variable.

N(t) the number of distinct strategies an SAS has selected prior to

time t.

s. the jth distinct strategy selected by an SAS.
J

Set) the set of distinct strategies selected prior to time t.

t.
J

A (k)s

Set) = {sl,s2, •.• ,sN(t)}'

the time strategy s. is first selected.
J

the structure that would result if strategy s were being

selected by an SAS for the kth time.

P the probability of selecting strategy s at time t.s,t

PO,t the probability of selecting a strategy from S-S(t) at time t.

w(s,t) the number of times strategy s has been selected up to and

including time t.

~s,t an abbreviation for ~(As(w(s,t))), the random variable resulting

from the choice of structure made by strategy s at time t.

the probability distribution by which a strategy may be selected

from S-S(t) at time t. P is an initial probability distribution

over S.

lsi cardinality of the set S.

Pa the mean of the distribution ~(a) for a ~ A.

~~ is the lub Pa where the lub is over the set {al for some strategy

s £ S, As(t) = a}.

Ps,t is ~s,t if strategy s is actually selected at time t and ~;(q,t)

if strategy s is not selected but strategy q is selected at

time t.
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In all of the above notation, if the strategy referred to is in

procedure. The first is the calculation which determines, given the

ductive plan. There are two calculations which are external to the

the set Set), we often use only the subscript. For exronple we abbreviate
l_J

J
']

A (k) to A.(k), w(s.,t) to w(j,t),
s. J J

J

We now have enough notation to

and ~ to ~. t
s. t J ,J,

define a general sequential repro-

~J

]

J
]

]

]

]

J
]

J

strategy selected by the plan, which structure in A is choosen. In a

pure problem basis this calculation always results in the same structure

for a given strategy. The second is the calculation of the "payoff"

of the structure. These calculations are represented by the functions

STRUCTURE and PAYOFF in step 2 of the procedure.

The exact method of selecting new strategies from S-S(t) is not

specified in the SRP procedure. We put the following restrictions on

the function FIND of step 2 of the procedure. The original probability

distribution P0 over S must be modified to be a distribution PS(t) over

S-S(t). We will assume that for lsi finite, if P0(s) > 0 for a particular

strategy s and if s i Set), then PS(t)(s) ~ P0(s). For lsi infinite, if

P0(W) > 0 for a particular subset WCS and if WnS(t) = 0, then

PS(t)(W) ~ P0(W).

Our first procedure is a general form which will be altered in

subsequent definitions by changing the variables v and v* and by altering

the calculation in step 3.10.

Definition 2.10: SRP, a sequential reproductive plan~ is a PSAS over

a problem basis <A,~,S> where:

1. The values assumed by the random variables are in an interval
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2.2
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2. The procedure requires the following functions:

-20 1 SELECT(PN(t),j) which assigns a value to j according to
....

the probability vector PN(t)' That is, if
.....
PN(t) = (PO,Pl, ••• ,PN(t)) then j is assigned the value

i with probability p .•
1

FIND(P0,S(t),Sj) which chooses a new strategy from S-S(t)

according to the restrictions above and labels it s ..
J

STRUCTURE(s.,A. (t),AO) which applies strategy s. to
J J J

obtain a new structure A.(t).
J

2.4 PAYOFF (A. (t),v,v*) which uses A. (t) to obtain values for
J J

v and v*.

3. The operation of the procedure is as follows:

3.1 Choose 8 > 0, k l > rl+l, k2 > 0, P0.

3.2 Choose at random an initial structure AO'

3.3 Set N(l) = 0, t = 0, Set) = 0.

3.4 Set t = t+l.

3.5 Calculate PN(t) = (PO,t,.,.,PN(t),t) by

3.5.1

=
if N(t)+l :::: lsi
otherwise

3.5.2 If N(t) > ° for 1 :::: i 5 N(t) calculate:

Prodi , t-l
N(t)

L Prod t-lh=l n,
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3.11 GOTO step 3.4.

Definition 2.11: An SRla is an SRP where the value returned by PAYOFF

3.7 [f j is 0 th~n Set N(t+l) = N(t)+l. j = N(t+l).

An SRlb is an SRP where

the value for v* is

~~ (j , t) •

~. t and
J,

= Po • S(t+l) = Set) U {s.},,t J .

3.10.1

I:·
for i j=

v. =
1 for i t j

3.10.2 k2
Prod. t = Prodi,t_l*(vi+kl )1,

Prodj,t_l = P.
J , t.

J

otherwise set N(t+l) = N(t), S(t+l) = Set).

FIND 0\0 S l t) J S J'), P.
IU l,t.. J

3.8 STRUCTURE(s.,A.(t),AO)·
J J

3.9 PAYOFF(A.(t),v,v*).
J

3.10 Calculate: for 1 ::; i ::; N(t+l)

for v is ~. t and the value for v* is
J,

the value returned by PAYOFF for v is

l
l
l
J
]

]

l

"J
]

]

J
J

max(~~(j,t)'~j,t)' An SRI is an SRla or an SRlb.

The definition of an SRI differs in several respects from that of

Holland (1970). We have allowed the ~(a) to be random variables. In the

original development ~ was a single valued function from A to a finite

subset of the reals (rl ,r2). This restriction does not allow the appli

cation of the algori~m to such problems as the n-arrned bandit problem.

In the Holland paper the notion of a set of environments ~ was included.

However, since all of the theoretical work was done with respect to a

fixed element E E ~, this aspect of the plan has been discarded. The

notion of environment could easily be incorporated in the functions ~

since they are external to the algorithm, or in the structural description

of the elements of A. The calculation of the probabilities P. t in the
1,
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SRI algorithm can be expressed as:

Equation 2.12: P. t1,

t-l k
P. t t,TIt CU. t,+kl ) 2
1,. -. 1,

1 1

N(t)
E P

h=l h,th

used.

This is similar to the calculation in the 1970 paper except for the upper

limit of the products in the numerator and denominator. In the 1970

paper this limit is t, in equation 2.12 the limit is t-l. We cannot use

O. t until it has been calculated and in our algorithm this calculation
1,

comes in step 3.10 and the calculation of P. t in step 3.5.
1,

The values of the PO,t determine how often a new strategy is to be

tried. One of the weaknesses of this algorithm is that PO,t is not

dependent on the performance of the strategies that have already been

It would be preferable to have PO,t be relatively large if the

strategies used so far were not performing well, small if they were doing

well. However, this definition does insure that with probability 1,

when lsi is finite all of the strategies will be tried by some Tf
< 00.

When lsi is infinite, there is no finite time after which no new plans

are tried.

We observe from equation 2.12 that for an SRI, if <A,~,S> is

deterministic, P. t cannot increase as a result of using strategy j,
J ,

except of course, the first time it is used. Also, if the jth strategy

is used at time t, ~j,t = ~~(j,t)' and strategy j has been used before,

the probabilities Pi t do not change. The purpose of using such a method,
to change the probability vector over SCt) is to allow the vector to

be more responsive to the performance of the strategy over time. We

wish to avoid converging to false strategies due to their early behavior.

However, it is exactly this property which makes it impossible for the
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J algorithm to have all of the convergence properties claimed in Holland

J
(1970) •

Let us nO\\l consider a modified form of Equation 2.12 for an SRla

Equation 2.13: for t > Tf+l

procedure for finite S. We knmv that after some time Tf' eac.l1 of the

strategies will have been used at least once. We also note that the

P. and P in the numerator and denominator of Equation 2.12 arel,ti h,th
constant factors that do not influence the convergence properties of the

N(t) t-l
L II ~

h=l n=t
h

h,n

P. =
J ,t

Let i be the strategy actually used at time t and ~

Then Equation 2.13 can be expressed as:

P. t as t + 00. In fact, they reinforce the bias of the original distri
J ,

bution P0 over S. If this distribution is not a good measure of the

value of the strategies, the P. t in the formula could slow down
J, j

convergence but never prevent it. If we neglect these factors, and let
- _ _ k 2
~. t - (~. t+kl) we have:

J , J ,

]

J
]

]

]

J

]

]

J

J Equation 2.14: for t > Tf +l

]

]

]

J

if i = j:
1

P. t = P. 1J , J ,t- --k

Pj,t-l (I
-. )~t-l ~t-l+

~j , t-l ~j,t-l

if i of j:
1

P. t = P. 1J , J , t-
P. ( lJ"i,t-l _ I)1 +
l,t-l ~-l
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Equation 2.13 has a familiar form. With different interpretations of

the u, this is the form of the Beta Model of mathematical psychology.

TI\is model has been studied extensively by Luce (1959), Lamperti and

Suppes (1960), Lamperti (1960), Norman (1970) and others. Although

their terminology and interpretations of the model differ from those of

Holland, the mathematical analysis applies to both. TIle Holland work

claims that under certain restrictions of the problem basis <A,~,S>

the model not only converges but converges in such a special way that

"bad" strategies are used only a finite number of times. However, the

studies by the mathematical psychologists show that the Beta model

(without Holland's restrictions) does not always converge.

We will show that under restrictions similar to Holland's the SRI

plan does converge, but not as strongly as he claimed. TIlen we will

examine convergence under other restrictions and relate our results

to those of Norman (1970).
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CHAPTER 3

DETERMINISTIC PROBLEM BASES

J
J

This chapter examines the convergence properties of the SRI algorithm

over deterministic problem bases.

J
]

Definition 3.1: A strategy in a deterministic problem basis is optimal

iff 3T ~ ll(As(t)) = ll~ for t > T.

Definition 3.2: A strategy s in a deterministic problem basis is
00

asymptotically optimal iff ~ [ll*t - ll(As(t))] < 00

t=l

J If s is optimal, s is asymptotically optimal.

Definition 3.3: An arena is a deterministic problem basis <A,ll,S> such

< 00where

that there exists a set HCS, PO(H) > 0 and glb ll(As(t)) f; ll~ - At
SE:H

]

]

J
J

It is not hard to show that <A,ll,S> is an arena if and only if S

contains asymptotically optimal strategies with nonzero initial probability.

Definition 3.4: SE' the arena set for the arena <A,ll)S>, is the set of

all asymptotically optimal strategies.

]

]

To avoid trivial situations we henceforth assume SE is a proper

subset of S. At this point it would appear that if our problem basis

is an arena then the optimum algorithm in searching S would converge

J
J
]

to the arena set. Because of the lack of limitation on the sequence

ll~, this is not necessarily the case. As presently defined, ll~ is the

best that any single strategy could do if used t times. It is not

necessarily the optimum value that any algorithm could achieve at time

J 16
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t. It is possible that a PSAS which selects an element of S according

to a fixed vector (Pl,P2""'Ps) with Pi ' 0 for at least one i not in

the arena set could have a higher payoff than a similar PSAS with p. = 0
1

for all strategies not in the arena set. We give an example where this

is the case.

Example 3.5: Let strategy 1 have payoff lOO/k the kth time it is used,

strategy 2 have payoff 99/k the kth time it is used. Then ~~ is 100ft

and we have an arena set consisting of strategy 1. However, a PSAS that

uses strategy 1 all of the time will not have as good a payoff as one that

uses an appropriate mix of the strategies 1 and 2. Let p be the probability

of choosing strategy 1, l-p the probability of choosing strategy 2, where

P is fixed for all t and I > P ~ l-p. Then if M is the number of choices

of strategy I in N trials and N > M > .OlN, the payoff would be

r

M
k~l IOO/k +

N-M
L: 99/k >

k=l

N
L: lOO/k.

k=l

For p > l-p, the expected payoff of the mixed strategy is greater

than the payoff of the arena set.

To have strategies in a deterministic problem basis have the payoffs

indicated, both the set A and the strategies would be quite unnatural.

However, such problem bases are not eliminated by the definition of an

arena. Consequently we introduce the following notion.

Definition 3.6: An arena <A,~,S> is a restriated arena if there exists

a time T such that no PSAS over <A,~,S> can obtain a payoff at time

t > T higher than ~~.

The rest of this section develops the results necessary to show

that in fact the losses associated with an SRI algorithm even over a
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restricted arena cannot be finite.

Definition 3.7: The absolute loss of strategy S is

00

AL = E ~* - ~(As(t)).
s t=l t

If a strategy s is in the arena set for <A,~,S> then ALs is finite,

otherwise ALs is infinite.

Definition 3.8: The actual loss of the strategy s during any particular

use of an algorithm is

Ds,t

where si is the strategy selected at time t. The accumulated actual loss

] is Ds =
00

EDt"t=l s,

J
]

J

]

]

]

]
r 1

J

According to Definition 3.8, a strategy s has zero loss at time

t if it is not selected at time t.· Therefore when we speak of the actual

loss incurred by a particular strategy, we only mean the loss resulting

from the actual selection of that strategy by an algorithm.

Lemma 3.9: Let SE be the arena set for an SRI over a restricted arena

<A,~,S>. If SESE' then the accumulated actual loss Ds is finite.

If s' i SE and s' is, with probability 1, selected infinitely often,

then the accumulated actual loss, D " is infinite with probability 1.
s

Proof: The first part of the lemma follows directly from the definitions

of an arena set and of asymptotically optimal strategies. For the second

part observe that:

00 00

D = E (11*. - - ) E ( * -)s' t=l ~W(l,t) ~s' ,t = k=l ~w(s' ,nk) - ~s' ,nk

where {nk} is the infinite set of indices where strategy s' is actually



selected.

and
D =
s'

19

k so ""'5' n, k

'"
~ (~k~ - ~(A.,(k))) = ALso" = ro

k=l S

The definition of actual loss incorporates many of the ideas expressed

in Holland (1970). A strategy is to be measured against how well other

strategies would have done if they had been used the same number of ti~es.

However, there is no guarantee that the actual loss directly represents

the loss of using a strategy under SRI compared with some optimal scheme.

Definition 3.10: The lOBS incurred by an SRI algorithm over a finite

modified arena is
00

D = L
t=l

lsi
L (1.1* i1 )s=l t - s,t·

Lemma 3.11: The loss of an SRI algorithm over a finite restricted arena

is infinite if the total

infinite. That is D = 00

accumulated actual
lSi

if L Ds = 00

s=l

loss over all strategies is

Proof: There exists T ~ for t > T, s £ S, by Definition 3.6

ll~ ~ ll;(i,t) where si is used at time t.

00 00

L t (* - ) > L L ( * ~)llt - lls t = t=T S~S llw(i,t) - Ps,tt=T sE:S ' <-

The left hand side is D-K, the right hand side is L D -K' where
SE:S s

K and K' are finite constants. Therefore

and

D-K > L D -K' = 00

SE:S S

D = 00.
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From Lemma 3.9 the accumulated actual loss is not finite if some

strategy Sl not in SE is used infinitely often. We now explore the

conditions under which this happens.

Definition 3;12: H is a Zimiting set of a PSAS over the arena <A,~,S>

if HCS and there is some time T such that for t > T, with probability

1, only strategies from the set H are selected for use.

If S is finite and there are no proper subsets, HC S, such that

H is a limiting set and P0(H) < 1, then each of the strategies in S

with nonzero initial probability must be used infinitely often.

We want to develop conditions under which a limiting set does

not exist. Let Q be a PSAS over <A, ~ ,S>, HC S and {X.} a sequence
1

of random variables defined by

] X. =
1

1

o

if a strategy in H is selected by Q at time i

otherwise.

J
]

We can now represent the choices of strategies of Q as an infinite

vector of the X.. The space of all 0-1 valued infinite vectors is
1

then the underlying space representing all possible sequences of

choices by Q. The probability distribution over these vectors is
~\

I
-)

J

~

dependent on the vectors PN(t) = {PO,t,Pl,t'··· ,PN(t),tL

have a limiting set, we are interested in those vectors of

which from some point on have entries of 1 only. Let

In order to

the X.
1

]

.J
J
J

and

B = lim B .m
m-7<>O

If the probability of the set B is 0, then H is not a limiting set for
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Q. Let

L\Pm = P(Xm+1 = llx1"",xm_l,Xm = 1)

- P(Xm = llx1,···,Xm_l )·

Then L\P is the increment in the probability of choosing an element
m

of the set H given that an element in H was chosen at the previous

time step, and irrespective of the other past choices. Intuitively,

if L\P is negative, one would not expect H to-be a limiting set.
m

This is in fact the case.

Theorem 3.13: Let Q be a PSAS over <A,ll,S>, HCS and X., B, and B
1 m

defined as above relative to Hand Q. If there is a time T such that,

for m > T::- , L\P ~ 0, and if P(X = 1) < 1 for all finite m then PCB) = 0
m m

and H is not a limiting set for Q.

Proof: for m ~ T,

P(Bm) = lim P(Xi = 1, m ; i ~ nlxl, .•• ,Xm_l )
n-+oo

= lim P(X = llxl,·.·,X l'X = 1, .•. ,X 1 = 1)n ~ m ~n-+oo

.P(Xn_l = llxl'···'Xm_l'Xm

.··P(Xm = llxl,···,Xm_l )

Since L\P ::: 0,m

= 1,0 .• ,X 2 = 1)n-

PCB )m
< lim

n-+co

= 0

I
n-m-1[P (X = 1 X., ... , X 1) ]m 1 m-

So, for arbitrary m > T, PCB ) = o.
- m

But B = lim B and the B are a sequence of increasing events.
m m

Therefore, PCB) = lim PCB )[see 1.3.1 Neveu (1965)] so PCB) = O.
m

J)'l-+<lO

Since PCB) is 0, with probability 1 H is not a limiting set of Q.

Lemma 3 0 14: Let Q be an SRI algorithm over a restricted arena <A,ll,S>

with finite S. Let H be the arena set of S, H ~ Sand P.0 (H) ::f 1. Then
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(a) P(X = 1) < 1m and (b) ~P S 0 for m > Tf .
m

2. If none of the strategies in S-H have been used then

m > Tf + 1 then for j # i from Equation 2.14 we have,

Pt(S-H) = O.

1 0 If one of the strategies in S-H, say s., has been used at
J

= 1. Therefore

denote the

P. (1 _~.*m )1,m ...
lli m,

1

Pt(H)

rt(H)

lli m,

1

~*m
-+

(-
]1i m

1+P.~'k ' -

1,m II m

=

P. 1 > P.1,m+ - 1,m

~P. = P. 1-P,1,m 1,m+ 1,m

~P. < 01,m

If P(X
t

= 1) = 1 then, letting

P. 1 = P. •°1 where ° 1 =J ,m+ J ,m

P. 1 = P. •°2 where °21,m+ 1,m

(a)

least once, Pt (S-H) > P. But Pj,t r 0 if CN(t)+1 r 1J,t

since the "]1". t > 1- Since strategy s. has been used once
J , J

prior to t, CN(t)+l r 1 by definition. Therefore Pt(S-H) r O.

P. l<P.,
J ,m+ - J ,m

Pt(S-H) = PO,t· PS(t) (S-H). But PS(t) (S-H) ~ P.0(S-H) > O.

P~,t = 0 only when all strategies have been used. This would

imply that H = S and our assumption is that H r S.

Let ~P. = P. 1-P. ,J,m J,m+ J,m

Then ~P. > 0,
J,m

since 01 > 1, 0 < 02 ~ 1,

Proof:

probabili ty of choosing an element of H at t,

Therefore Pt(S-H) # 0 and P(Xt = 1) < 1.

(b) Let Tf be the time by which with probability 1 each strategy

in S has been used at least once. If strategy s. E H is used at time
1

J
]

]

~]

]

J
]

]

]

]

]

J
]

']

]

]

]



= L:
s.cH

J

j#

= o.

L: HL\P.s . e J ,m
J

=

Therefore, for arbitrary s. e H used at time m
1

L\P
m

With probability 1, Tf is finite and therefore, L\Pm <0 for all

m > Tf , Tf finite.

Corollary 3.15: The arena set SE of a finite arena <A,~,S> cannot be

a limiting set for an SRI. In fact, no HCS such that PO(H) < 1

can be a limiting set and each strategy in S with nonzero initial

probabili ty P0(s) will be used infinitely often by the SRI algorithm.

We now show that the loss incurred by an SRI algorithm over a

finite restricted deterministic arena is infinite.

Theorem 3.16: With probability 1, the loss incurred by an SRI

algorithm over a finite restricted arena <A,~,S> is not finite. That

is with probability 1,

lsi
L: D = co

s=l s

and therefore

Proof: By Corollary 3.15, the arena set SE of <A,~,S> is not a limiting

set. Therefore with probability 1, at least one strategy 5' {SE

is used infinitely often. Therefore Lemma 3.9 shows that for 5', with
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We have shown now that an SRI over a restricted deterministic

otherwise.

for all s, t,i

T
EL t )/ ~ ll*t = 1

t=l

>

00

~ D = 00

t=l s' ,t

'V- ~s t) > 0=,

Ds,t

if Isl=is finite;

T
~

t=l

= 00 => D = 00

~*t

< 00

Ds

=

(~~(i,t)

00 IS I
~ ~

t=l s=l

IS I
~

s=l

T
(2) lim ( ~ ~*

T~ t=l t

<A,~,S> will, with probability 1, satisfy the following criteria:

T
(1) lim ~ EL

t
T~ t=l

this expression for expected loss, ELt is less than the loss the

algorithm would actually receive at any time t. That is for lsi

This proposition would appear to conflict with our results. However,

us define the "expected" loss of the algorithm to be:

3.17

Proposition 3.18: (Holland) An SRI algorithm over a restricted arena

since D =s,t

lSi
~ D =

s=l s

where XS_S(t) is the expected payoff resulting from strategies in

S-S(t) and the Pk,t are defined as in 2.10. Now Holland's result

in our notation states:

ductive plan would, with probability 1, achieve finite losses. Let

the theorem in Holland (1970) is interpreted as showing that a repro-

arena will, with probability 1, not achieve finite losses. However,

By Lemma 3.11,

probabi lity 1,

]

]

]

]

]

"1

]

]

;]

J
J
~l

~.J

,]

.~]

]

]

]

J
]
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finite and t > Tf

ISk
L: lJ P

k=l k,t k,t

< lJ* lJt - j,t O

strategy s. used• J
at time t.

00

Therefore, showing that L: ELt is finite in no way implies that any
t=l

actual use of the algorithm will achieve finite losses, and ELt is

not an adequate expression for the expected loss of the algorithm.

We could change the definition of an SRI algorithm so that the

strategies in S were used in a more parallel fashion. That is, the

strategy chosen at time t actually would calculate the element of A

it would calculate if it were being used for the t th time. If we

define

if sk is used at time t

the value

3.20

=

otherwise

Yk t represents the evaluation a strategy would receive if it had,
actually been used t times, whether it had or not. This would be

possible if the strategies in S did not use the "feedback" evaluation,

lJ(A (t-l)), of the element of A selected at time t-l to decide whichs

element of A to select at time t.

Definition 3.19: An SR2 is an SRP where the function PAYOFF returns

lJ(Aj(t)) for v and lJ~.

The expected loss defined analogous to 3.17,

N(t)
ELI = lJ* - L: Y P -

t t k=l k, t k, t - Po , t X S-S (t)

is still less than the actual loss on any particular use of the

algorithm. However, we cannot guarantee that the loss would be
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infinite. Even though each plan will be used infinitely often, it is

possible that for some s' t SE' {kn } the infinite set of times at which

s' is used,

If this happens for all strategies in S, then the loss will be finite.

We see immediately, however, that the loss is not finite if even one

strategy in S has an evaluation strictly bounded away from ~*t·

We finish this chapter by demonstrating that urider the restric-

tions we have been imposing, an SRI algorithm will converge, with

probability 1, to a subset of the arena set of S.

Theorem 3.21: An SRI over a finite, restricted deterministic arena

<A,~:,S> converges with probability 1 to a set H<;;SE' where~ is the

arena set of S. That is, with probability 1,

lim ~ P. t = 1.
J,

t~ s.gH
J

Proof: By Corollary 3.15, every strategy in S with a nonzero initial

probability must be used infinitely often by the SRI algorithm.

Consider the products

t-1 ~j,n t-1 iii,n+k1
Ej, t-1 = II = IIn=t .. V* n=t· ~w(JI.,n)+klJ n J

if JI. ~ j, the numerator and the denominator are equal. If

mq, q=l, ••. ,M, are the times at which JI. = j; that is, the times at
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which strategy j is actually used, then w(j ,mq) = q and

~*+k
q 1

~ (A. (q)) +k 1]
H
IT

q=l

Then lim Sj , t-1
t-7<Xl

M
= lim 11

M+oo q=l

~(A. (q))+k 1]

~(A.(q))+k1 ~*-~ (A. (q))
Now, ] = 1 - q ]

~*+k ~*+kq 1 q 1

00 ~*-~(A.(q)) 00

for s . S SE E q ]
< E [~*-~(A. (q)))] < 00

] q=l ~*+k q=l q ]q 1

00 ~*-~ (A. (q)) 1 00

for s . i SE E q . ]
~ E [~*-~(A.(q))] = 00

~*+k v2+k l] q=l q 1 q=l q ]

We now recall the following basic result [Theorem 7, page 96 of Knopp

(1956)] :
00

A product of the form II (1-av)' with 0 ~ ~~ 1, is convergent
v=l

00

(to a nonzero value) if, and only if, E av converges.
v=l

Applying this we find that

M ~(A. (q))+k l(a) for s . S SE lim Sj,t_l = lim II ] = N > 0
] q=l *+k s,jt-+oo M-7<Xl ~q 1

M ~(Aj(q))+kl
(b) for s . i SE lim sj,t_l = lim 11 = 0

] t-7<Xl M+oo q=l ~*+kq 1

t· 1p II]
;;:;;:l<" Sj,t_lo,t. n=l ~nNow lim P. t = lim ]

'-

t-7<Xl ] , t-7<Xl Is I tQ,
1E P 11 ::::.g;- sQ"t_lQ,= 1 O,tQ, n=l ~n
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The denominator is always nonzero since we are in an arena and SE is not

empty.

from (b) if s. i SE lim P. t = 0
J t-+<:o J t t· I

Po N . rr J -tt~ E,J n=l -*
from (a) if s. E SE lim P. = J J.ln

J t-+<:o J , t t I
2: P N rrQ,

O,tQ, E,Q, n=l ~

Q,ES E J.ln

With probability I, the times t Q, are finite for those Q, E He SE such

J that P(Q,) > 0 and therefore lim P. t ':f O.
t-+<:o J,

Now we have shown that an SRI algorithm converges to a set of good

'l.-

]

Therefore, lim
t+oo

P. = 1
J,t

The proof also assumes

]

]

]

"J

]

J

]

J
]

strategies in a very restricted problem basis. However, the proof of

Theorem 3.20 does not generalize to a problem basis that is not an

arena. This is obvious because if <A,J.l,S> is not an arena, we cannot

guarantee the convergence for any of the E. t
J,

that J.l~ > ]J(Aj(t)). This assumption is not always justified in a

nondeterministic problem basis.
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CHAPTER 4

PURE PROBLEM BASES

Section I: The Search for an Arena

Let us now consider a pure problem basis, <A,~,S>, where S is a

set of pure strategies and the variances of the random variables

~(a), a E A are non-zero. We suppose there is a one-to-one, onto mapping

between A and S. We will use p for p , the mean of the function ~(a).
s a

We will denote ~(a) by ~ •s

on the time variable since

*We note that ~ = lub Ps is not dependent
SES

we are dealing with pure strategies in a

]

]

]

nonvariable problem basis.

Let us propose some definitions for asymptotically optimal strategies

in this basis. If we can find such definitions we can then define an

arena and an arena set over a pure problem basis similar to Definitions

3.3 and 3.4 for a deterministic problem basis. If not, we must find

other ways to explore the convergence of SR type algorithms over pure

problem bases. The two most obvious candidates for such a definition

are:

where \)~

J
]

]

A o

B.

A strategy s E S in a pure problem basis <A,~,S> is asymptotically

Ilim
n

(~*-~s t) Ioptimal if I: < +00 a. s.
n-+oo t=l ,

A strategy s E S in a pure problem basis <A,~,S> is
n

asymptotically optimal if !lim L: (\)~-~s;t) I < +00 a.s.
n-+oo t=l

J
]

If we accept either of these definitions, there are no asymptotically

optimal strategies in a pure problem basis. We prove this

statement in the following theorems.

29
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Lemma 4.1: Let {Yt } be a sequence of independent identically distributed

real random variables, then

a.

b.

If 3 c > 0, 0 > 0, N such that for all t > N, P(\ > s) :- 0,
n

then lim }~ Yt a.s. does not exist.
n~ t=l

If] E: < 0, 8 > 0, N such that for all t 2: N, P(Yt < s) > 8,

n
then lim L: Yt a.s. does not exist.

n~ t=l

00
Proof: (a) from the hypothesis L: P(Y > s) = +00. Since the Yt are

t=l t
independent identically distributed real random variables (iidrrv), the

Borel-Cantelli theorem tells us that with probability 1, Yt > s infinitely

often.

the lim
n~

Therefore the terms of the sequence {Yt } do not go to zero and
n
L: Y a.s. does not exist. The proof of part b is similar.

t=l t

Theorem 4.2: There are no strategies in a pure problem basis which are

asymptotically optimal according to definition A.

Proof: Let Ys,t = (~*-~s,t)' Then E[Yt ] = ~*-Ps 2: 0, VAR[Yt ] = VAR[~s] > 0

and the Yare iidrrv. Therefore, there is an s, <5 and an N satisfyings,t

part 1 of Lemma 4.1 and the theorem follows immediately.

Theorem 4.3: There are no strategies in a pure problem basis which are

asymptotically optimal according to definition B.

In fact, since
n
E Y = +00

t=l s,t

Proof: Let Y t = (Vt*-~ t)'s, s,

the Y tare iidrrv and VAR[~ ]s, s

can again apply part (a) of the

does not exist.

non-negative, lim
n~

By definition of v;, Ys,t 2: O. Since

= <5 > 0, VAR[Y t] = <5 I > 0 and wes, 1
n

lemma to show that lim L: Y a. s.
n~

t=l s, t
all of the terms in the sequence are

a. s.

These results are intuitive and essentially just illustrate that the

~ t are independent samples of the real random variable ~ •s, . s
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Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 show that the concept of asymptotically optimal

strategies in a pure problem basis as defined by A and B is vacuous.

We now consider using the sample mean as the payoff of a strategy

as suggested in Holland (1970). This may be done in two ways. We

can require that the algorithm perform the calculati0n of the sample

mean. The algorithm then has the additional task of storing the necessary

information to calculate the sample mean for each strategy. Alternatively

we could change to a variable problem basis where the calculation of

the sample mean is made outside the algorithm in the evaluation of the

function payoff. The algorithm would treat the sample mean as the

"payoff" for the strategy. The exact implementation is not critical

to the question under investigation: Are there asymptotically optimal

strategies under Definitions A or B when ~ t is replaced by the samples,

mean for strategy s? We will formulate a new version of the SR algorithm

which calculates the sample mean and uses this value to calculate the

probability vector over the strategy set.

Definition 404: An SR3A (SR3B) is an SRP with the following changes:

PAYOFF returns the value ~o t for v, ~* for v*. In step 3.7 of the
J ,

definition of an SRP CDe£. 2,l9),if j is 0 set L 0 = O~ Step 3.10
J ,

of definition 2.10 is replaced by:

2. for 1 ::s i ::: NCt+l)

= \:~'W(j.t) i = j
Vo t
1, i f j

]

]

J
]

]

]

3.10 Calculate:

1. Aj,WCj ,t) =

L Co t)_l.cwO,t)-l)+llJ,wJ, . °tJ,
wCj,t)
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We define 5R3B as above except step 3.10.2 is:

lAo (' ) i jJ ,w J, t =
~. t =
1,

max(v*, A. C t)) 1 "i j
J,w J,

The algorithms 5R3A and 5R3B suggest the following definitions for

asymptotically optimal strategies:

C. A strategy s E 5, in a pure problem basis <A,~,5> is

Ilim
n

asymptotically optimal if ~ (~*-A t) I < +00 a.s.
n-+oo t=l s,

D. A strategy s E 5 in a pure problem basis <A,~,5> is

!lim
n

asymptotically optimal if ~ (\!~-A ) I < +00 a. s.
n-+oo t=l s,t

where \!t* = max(~*,A ).s,t

We now show that definition C cannot be satisfied by any strategy in a

pure problem basis.

Lemma 4.5: Let <A,~,5> be a pure problem basis. For those strategies
n

s E 5 such that Ps # ~*, lim ~ (~*-A t) a.s. does not exist.
n-+oo t=l s,

Proof: E[~*-A ] = ~*-P > 0. Choose E so that ~*-p > E > 0,
s,t s s

then P((~*-A ) > E) ~ <S for <S > ° and Lemma 4.1 a. shows thats,t
n

lim ~ (~*-A ) a.s. does not exist.
n-+o:> t=l s,t

Lemma 4.5 shows that strategies which do not obtain the maximum mean

cannot be asymptotically optimal. The next lemma shows that even if

strategies do obtain the maximal mean they cannot by asymptotically

optimal by definition C.

Lemma 4.6: Let ~l'~2""'~t"" be independent identically distributed

real random variables with nonzero variance.

r
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{Xm < -2M and Zm < M}.

< 1/3

where 2° 1 < 1.

Then it is not the case that

P(Zm ~ +M) > 2/3

P(Xm > 2M, Zm > -M) <(1/3)0
1

< (1/ 3)01/P (Xm > 2M)

< -M) > 2/3

P(Xn > 2M) > 01

P(Xn < -2M) > 01

P(Z > -M)m

P(Z
m

Proof: Let Y be the nth partial sum. Then rearranging termsn
n

Y = (ll*-ll ) E l/i + + (ll*-ll ) l/n.n 1 i=l n
n

Let Xn = (ll*-ll ) E l/i Z = Y X1 i=l n n n

nIlim E (p*-\ ) I < 00 with probability 1.
n-+oo t=l t

Let N = max(N l ,N2). There are two mutually exclusive events (not

exhaustive) that give IY I > Mnamely, {X > 2M and Z > -M} andm m m

Suppose that the lim Ym = N < 00 with probability 1. Then for E = 1/301'
IJt+OO

there is an N2 such that for n > N2

Xn and Zn are independent random variables since the llt are independent.

Therefore we know that

00

Since E l/i does not converge and the variance of llt is nonzero, for
i=l

any M there is an Nl , and 01' such that for n > Nl

Similarly:

]

]

]

"'}

,j

J
]

]

]

]

]

]

]

'J

]

]

]

J
J
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Since {Z ::s -M} and {Z ~ +M} are exclusive events) this is impossible.m m
n

Therefore the assumption about the convergence of lim L: (~*-At) is
n-+co t=l

false and the theorem results.

Theorem 4.7: There are no strategies in a pure problem basis which are

asymptotically optimal according to definition C.

Proof: The proof follows immediately from Lemma 4.5 and 4.6.

We would like an even stronger result than Theorem 4.7. We would

like to be able to say that the limit in definition C is nonconvergent

with probability 1 even for strategies with optimal mean. Similarly,

we would like to be able to say that the limit in definition D is

nonconvergent with probability 1. The following two theorems are the

result of collaboration with B. Koopmann) C. Qualls, P. Pathok. The proofs

are contained in Appendix A.

Theorem 4.8: Let {~t} be a sequence of independent identically distributed

random variables with nonzero variance and finite second moments) let

n
E[~t] = ~*, then lim L: (Vt-At ) -+ 00 a.s. where

n-+co t=l

t
~.A = L: 1 v* = max(~*)At)·t i=l t
t

ora.s.

Theorem 4.9: Let {~t} be a sequence of independent identically distributed

random variables with nonzero variance and let E[~t] = ll*, then one of

the following three conditions hold:
S

i) L:~ -+ +00 a.s. ii)
n

iii) lim
S

L: -E. -+ _00

n
a.s. ,

S
n

-- -+ _00 a.s.
n

In all three cases

S
~ n dO h
~ -- lverges a.s. were

n
S =
n

n
L: ~t.

t=l
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However, we could use an estimate of the means as a value for ~*.

We can now obtain the theorem we need concerning definition D:

Theorem 4.10: There are no strategies in a pure problem basis which

a.s.

for all t,

n A

L (p -A ) -r +00
t=l t s,t

Pt = max(p ,A ).s s,t

AS t ~ Pt - AS t, ,V* 
t

n
L (V*-A ) ~ lim

t=l t s,t n-7GO
lim
n-7GO

V* = max(~*,A t)'t s,

We have shown that using knowledge of the true means of the distri-

a strategy with Ps < ~*, then

where

bution of the ~. does not provide a definition for asymptotic optimality.
J

Thus no strategies can be asymptotically optimal according to D.

Therefore

are asymptotically optimal according to definition D.

Proof: Theorem 4.8 shows that strategies having optimal means (ps = ~*)

cannot be asymptotically optimal according to definition D. Let s be

]

J

J
J
]

]
Let f be a function of the sample means, we want to know if f can be

defined so that for strategies t. with p. = ~*
J J

We have been exploring this problem but have as yet not developed a

function satisfying these conditions.

00

t~l [f(Al,t'··· ,Alsl ,t) - Ai,t] = 00 a.s •

J
J
.]

J

00

L [f(Al t,···,Alsl t) - A. t]t=l' ,J,

and for strategies t. with p. < ~*
1 1

< 00 a.s.

'~J
~..

J
]

In order to examine the convergence of SRP algorithms over pure

problem bases, we conclude that we must employ other means than we

used for deterministic bases. The next section introduces the notion

of Linear Additive Models, and in Section III of this chapter we show that

in most cases the SRPprocedures do not converge in a pure problem bases.
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Section II: The Linear Addi tive Model

In this section we will summarize the development of the Linear

Additive Model, a generalization of the Beta Model, given by Norman

[1970]. It should be noted that Norman's results are only for the case

lsi = 2. This may appear to be a very limited analysis. However, all of

the major problems of convergence can be found in this "two dimensional"

case. In the psychological interpretation of the model, one is usually

interested in the two choice situation. Lamperti [1960] has obtained some

results for the Beta Model for the general case. Several of the results

presented in this section will be used later on. In Section III we

relate Norman's assumptions to the SRP plans we have defined.

Assumptions (Norman):

4.11 Q., i = 1,2, is a probability distribution over the Borel
1

subsets of R, such that M. (~)
1

e~xdQ. (x) exists for
1

~ in some open interval J containing 0.

4.12 P is a measurable mapping of R into I = [0,1], such that

pel) + 1 as L + 00, pel) + 0 as L + _00, and p is bounded

away from 0 and 1 on any finite interval. Let q = l-p.

4.13 Tt = (Lt,Xt ), t ~ 1, is a bivariate stochastic process in

R x {1,2}, such that

P(Xt = lILt,Tt_l,···,T l ) = Pt

P(Xt = 2!Lt ,Tt _l ,···,Tl ) = qt

(pt = p ( Lt ) ) ,

(qt = q(Lt ))·

and for any B

P(ilLt E: B!Tt,Tt_l,···,Tl ) = Q (B) almost surely.Xt

The means of the conditional distributions of Lt are very important.

In fact, their values determine the convergence or divergence of the

sequence Lt. Let m. = 500

xdQ. (x), then m. = M~(O), for i = 1,2.
1 _00 1 1 1
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In order for the sequence Pt to converge, Lt must be absorbed at either

+00 or _00. Lemmas 4.14 and 4.15 state conditions for absorption and

reflection if the m. are nonzero and are constant. Lemma 4.16 removes
1

the possibility for convergence of Lt to some finite limit, with nonzero

m.•
1

Lemma 4.14: (Norman) a. If ml < 0, lim inf Lt < 00 a.s. For any

e > o such that Ml(e) < 1, there is a constant B(e) such that

lim sup EL[v~] S B(e).

b. If m2 > 0, lim sup L > _00 a.s. For any e < 0, such that M2(e) < 1,n

there is a constant B(e) such that lim sup EL[v~] < B(e).

Lemma 4.15: (Norman) a. If ml > 0, then lim sup Lt = 00 implies

lim Lt = 00 a.s., and gO(L) = PL(lim Ln = _00) + 0 as L + 00

b. If m2 < 0, then lim inf L
t

= _00 implies lim Lt = _00 a.s.

and gl (L) = PL(lim Lt = 00) + 0 as L + _00

Lemma 4.16: (Norman) a. If ml > 0 or m2 > 0, P(lim sup Lt € R) = O.

b. If ml < 0 or m2 < 0, P(lim inf Lt € R) = O.

With these lemmas, four possibilities for the asymptotic behavior

of Pt can be distinguished provided that the mi are nonzero and that

the Qi are not dependent upon t. Either Pt converges to 1 a.s., converges

to 0 a. s., does not converge to any limit, or has a probability 71' of

converging to 0 and a probability 1-71' of converging to 1.

Theorem 4.17. (Norman)

a. If ml > 0 and m2 > 0, lim Pt = 1 a.s.

b. If ml < 0 and m2 < 0, lim Pt = 0 a. s.

c. If m
l

> 0 and mZ < 0, gl (L) + gz (L) = 1, where gl (L) = PLClim Pt = 1),
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d. If ml < 0 and m,., > 0, lim sup 1\ = 1 and lim inf 1\ :: 0 :l.S.

These results are independent of the il\i tia1 value of L1•

Variations of this theorem for the Beta Model can be found in

Lamperti and Suppes [1960].

Two relations are developed by Norman which will prove useful

Ltlater: Let vt = e , then

Equation 4.18:

E[(Vt+1IVt)AIVt] = M1(A)Pt + M2(A)qt

Equation 4.19:

E[V~+l Ivn ] = V~[M1(A)Pn + MO(A)~]
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Let

for t > Tf

Lt and Qi,t be the probabilityL
t

.
>+-1

Now we relate Norman's assumptions to the SRI algorithm Nhere

For t > Tf , assumption 4.12 of Norman is certainly satisfied by

distribution of ~i,t' If strategy i is used at time t we use the notation

6.L. t Let
1,

equation 4.20.

Equation 4.20

for t ::: Tf Pl,t = 1-2- (1+8)

P2 t = 2- (1+8)
,

for t > Tf 2(1+8)ek2Lt
PI t =

2(1+8)ek 2Lt +.1
= peLt),

P2,t = l-p (Lt ) = q(L
t

)

lsi = 2. Let Tf be the time at which the second strategy is selected.

This time is finite with probability one.

Section III: Linear Models and Pure Problem Bases

Then from 2 0 12 and 2.13 we obtain:

Equation 4.21.

Since~. + kl ~ 1 and by the assumption that the moment generating
1,t

functions of the ~(a) exist (definition 2.1) M. t(s) exists for s
. 1,

in some open interval J containing O. Therefpre, assumption 4.ll is

satisfied if we replace Q. t with Q.. If the set S of strategies is a
1, 1

set of pure strategies then we can remove the dependence on the time

variable and satisfy assumption 4.11. Assumption 4.13 follows from the
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definitions of Pi,t' Lt and Qi in a straight forward manner.

Unfortunately, SRP plans do not fall simply into the categories

for convergencc ont Iined by Norman. Thorefore. \"C must f.i rs t extond

his results to include the cases where the m. might be O.
1

Lerruna 4.22. If ml = 0. 0"1 > 0, or ~ = 0, 0"2 > 0, then

(a) P(lim sup LtE: R) = O. (b) P(lim inf LtE: R) = O.

Proof: Norman's proof of Lerruna 4.16 relies on the observation that if

m
1
. > 0. then Q. ([ 2E:,00)) > 0 for some E: > 0 and Q. ([2E:,-00)) > 0 for

1 1

some E < O. This same observation holds if m. = 0 and we know that
1

0". > O. Once we have made this observation. Norman's proof applies to
1

the present lemma.

Lerruna 4.23. a) if ml = 0, 0"1 ~ 0 then lim Lt ~ +00.

b) if m2 = 0, 0"2 ~ 0 then lim Lt ~ _00.

Proof:

a) Suppose lim Lt = +ooa.s. Since ml = 0, we can chose a A < 0 and an

E > 0 such that Ml (A) > 1+E:. Then

= _00

AL"lim e to' = 0
t-+oo

and

Given E: we can find N such that for all t > N
o 0

by Equation 4.19

E[eALt+l] ~ (Ml(A)-E:)t-No-!(min[Ml(l) ,M2(A)])No.eALl

lim E[e~Lt+l] ; K lim (M (A) _c)t-No-I where k > O.
It-+oo t-+oo
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But lim E[e ALt+1] = °so K'lim (M1 (A)

By our choice of A and E, M1(A) -E is

. t-N -1 .
-E) 0 ~ °
a constant greater than 1.

]

]

]

]

]

]

J
:1
c-J
..... _.

.J
:]

]

J
]

J

Since K is positive, the limit cannot be less than or equal to 0.

Therefore \'Ie have a contradiction and our original assumption that

L
t

= 00 is incorrect. The proof of b) is similar.

Theorem 4.24

a) If m1 = 0, m2 > 0, 0· > ° then lim sup p = 1 and lim inf.p = 0.
1 t t

b) If m1 < 0, m2 = 0, 0· > ° then lim sup Pt = 1 and lim inf Pt = 0.
1

c) If m
1 = 0, m2 = 0, 0.

> ° then lim sup Pt = 1 and lim inf Pt = 0.
1

d) If m
1 = 0, m2 < 0, 0·

> ° then lim Pt = ° a.s.
1

e) If m1 > 0, m2 = 0, 0·
> ° then lim Pt 1 a.s.

1

Proof:

a) From lemma 4.14b, lim sup Lt > -ooa.s., lemma 4.22a shows that

p(lim sup Lt£R) = 0. Therefore lim sup Lt = +ooa.s. and by 4.12,

lim sup Pt = 1-

From Lemma 4.22b P(lim inf Lt£R) = 0. If lim inf Lt - +ooa.s.,

then since lim sup Lt = +ooa.s., lim Lt = +ooa.s. But since 0 1 # °
this contradicts Lemma 2.23a. Therefo~ lim inf Lt = -ooa.s, and by 4.12

lim inf pt = 0 •

b) proof is similar to a •

c) By lemma 4.22, P(lim sup Lt£R) = 0, P(lim inf Lt£R) = O. By lemma 4.23

lim Lt # +00 and lim Lt # -00. Therefore, lim sup Lt # lim inf Lt and

lim sup Lt = +ooa.s., lim inf Lt = -ooa.s. and the theorem follows.

d) By lemma 4.22, lim inf Lti R a.s. and lim sup Lti R a.s. If

lim inf Lt = +00 then lim sup Lt = +00 and lim Lt = +00. But this contradicts

lemma 4.23a. Therefore lim inf Lt = -00 and by lemma 4.lSb, and m
2 < 0,

lim Lt = -ooa.s. , and by assumption 4.12 lim Pt = 0 a.s.
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e) By lemma 4.22, limi.nf L
t

;' R a..s. and lim sup L
t

f R a.s.

If lim sup Lt = _t'\.' thon lim inf Lt = -'" and lim L
t = _'-lC). But thi:-;

contradicts lemma 4. 23b. Therefore lim sup Lt
= +00 and by leuuna 4.1Sa

and ml > 0, lim Lt = + a.s. and by assumption 4.12, lim Pt = 1 a.s.

The intuitive character of the distinction between conditions d

and e of the theorem and the other three conditions should be clear.

If ml > 0 then probability one of selection of strategy I is an absorbing

barrier. If IDI ~ 0 then probability one of selection of strategy I is

a reflecting barrier. SiIDilarly if ID2 < 0 then probability zero of

selection of strategy I is an absorbing barrier. If·m2 ? 0 then probability

zero of selection of strategy I is a reflecting barrier.

Definition 40 25: A function f(x) is strictZy conoave if the tangent

to f(x) at any x lies above the graph of f. That is, fll < O.

Lemma 4.26: If f is a real, continuous and strictly concave function

defined on an interval (a,b) of the real line, X a real random v?riable

defined on (a,b), then

E[f(X)] ~ f(E[X]).

Proof:

Since f is concave:

f(x) ~ f(E[X]) + f' (E[X]) (x-E[X])
b b5af(X)dP .$ Sa (f(E[X]) + ff (E[X]) (x-E[X]))dP

E[f(X)] < f(E[X]).

Corollary 4.27: The natural logarithm is a concave function and therefore

E[ln(X)] ~ In(E[X]).

,-
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Now we consider the convergence of SRI a and b plans. Let

lSi = 2 and suppose that strategy 1 is such that PI = p* (the case

Pz = D* is synunetric). Then we first need to calculate the values of

ml and m2 for an SRla.

].l +K
m = E[lI-LI ,t] = E[ln_l,t I ]I p*+k I

= E[ln(].ll,t+kl)] - In(p*-kl )

applying 4.27,

p*+k
= E[ln lk]

].l2,t+ I

= In(p*+kl ) - E[ln(].l2,t+kl)]

applying 4.27,

and since p* > P2

We now have the conditions necessary to apply theorems 4.17d, 4.24a and

b and obtain:

Theorem 4.28: An SRla plan over a pure problem basis <A,].l,S> with

lSi = 2 will not converge to the strategy with higher mean. In fact,

lim sup PI t = I and lim inf PI t = O., ,

Let vt = max(p*'~j,t) where j is the strategy used at time t.

Then for the SRlb plan we have

vt+k
E [In 1k ]

u 2 t+ I,

]

by 4.27
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therefore,

= E[ln(~l,t+kl)] - E[ln(vt+kl )]

~ In(p*+k l ) - E[ln(vt+k l )]

since vt ~ p*, In(vt+k l ) ~ In(p*+k l ), and E[ln(vt+k l )] ? In(p*+k1)

therefore,

Again applying theorem 4.17d, 4.24a and b we obtain:

TIleorem 4.29: An SRlb plan over a pure problem basis <A,~,S> with

lsi = 2 will not converge to the strategy with the higher mean. In fact

lim sup PI,t = I and lim inf PI,t = O.

We now investigate the convergence properties of SR3 A and B

plans with lsi = 2. Again we assume that PI = p* (the case P2 = p*

is symmetric). First, we calculate the values of the m. t for SR3A:
1,

A +k
= E[In l, t 1

p*+k
I

]

by 4.27 ~ 0 •

For m2 t we find:,
]
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m ~ 0 •2,t

By similar calculations for the SR3B plans with v
t

= max(p*,A. )
J , t

where j is the strategy used at time t, we find that the same relations

hold and ml,t ~ 0 while m2,t ~ O.

Lemma 4.30: If ml t ~ 0, m2 t ~ 0 for all t, 01 t > 0 and 02 t > 0
" "

then lim sup Pt = 1, and lim inf Pt = O.

Proof: the proof is similar to that for theorem 4.24 and relies on

4.24 part c.

Now we have shown the following:

Theorem 4.31: SR3A and SR3B plans over a pure problem basis <A,~,S>

with lsi = 2 will not converge to the strategy with the higher mean.

In fact lim sup Pl,t = 1 and lim inf Pl,t = o.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUS IONS

In this work we have examined the convergence properties of

a class of probabilistic sequential adaptive schemes called sequen

tial reproductive plans, type I (SRP). Theorem 3.21 shows that a

subclass, the SRI plan over a finite restricted deterministic arena,

converges with probability 1 to a set of "good" strategies. However

Theorem 3.16 shows that these plans do not converge fast enough to

achieve the finite loss claimed in Holland [1970].

We have shown in Chapter 4 (Theorems 4.2, 4.3, 4.7, and 4.10)

that there is not an intuitive analogue in pure problem bases for

the notions of optimal strategy and arena which were defined for

deterministic bases. In fact, by extending results in mathematical

psychology, we have shown that several large subclasses of SRP plans

do not converge in pure problem bases. (Theorems 4.28, 4.29, 4.31)

Because of the convergence problems of SRP type I plans, we

suggest that they are not adequate models of the duplication process

in genetic adaptation. Two further plans have been studied as a

result of these findings. A plan which we call SRP Type II, has

been developed by Holland and Moler [unpublished] which uses the

concept of an arena as a foundation for a non probabilistic, block

structured sampling scheme. This plan does overcome many of the

difficulties of SRP Type I plans. However, since it relies on the

concept of an arena, there are convergence problems in non-determin

istic bases. Holland [1973] has examined the convergence of a much

simpler implementation of the duplication process.

Extensions of this work may be made in several directions. The

46
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results we have obtained on Linear Additive models could be extended

to n dimensions. Further models of the duplication operator can be

studied and incorporated in a detailed theoretical study of the other

genetic operators in the artificial adaptive framework. We are

presently working on a theoretical comparison of artificial genetic

techniques with numerical analysis techniques in n dimensional function

maximization.



APPENDIX A*

Theorem: Let Xl' X2 , •.• be a sequence of independent identically

distributed real random variables, not identically zero. Then

t
n=l

Sn-Ii diverges a.s.

and a certain trichotomy holds.

side of the above implications have 0 or I probabilities. Now

2. By the Hewitt-Savage 0-1 law, the four event~ on the right hand

or P(lim Y = _00 lim Y = +00) >. O.
-- m ' m

m m
P~l i~l (Iii) -+ _00) >. 0 and P(XI i~l (Iii) -+ +00) >. 0 and at least

P(lim Y < 00) >. 0, P(lim Y < _00) >. 0
m -- m

m m
[lim Y < 00 , Xl L: (Iii) -+ -00] c [n~l (S In) -+ _00]

m t=l n

m m
[lim Y >. 00, Xl t~l (I/i)-r +00] C [n~l (S In) -+ +00]
-- m n

m 'm
[lim Y = _00, lim Y = +00 , Xl " L: I (IIi) -+ -00] c [ lim L: (S In) -+ _00 ]
-- m m 1= n=l n

m m
[lim Y = _00, lim Y = +00, Xl ·L: I (Iii) -+ +00] C [ lim L: (S In) -+ +00]
--m m 1= n=l n

one of the following is true:

Proof: 1. Suppose first that P(X I >. 0) >. 0 and P(X I < 0) >. O.

m S m
Wri ting n~l nn = Xl ih (Iii) + Ym, we note that

I 'j

[

I

1 )

J j

J!

JI,

]1

I;
1\ Consequently we have the following trichotomy:

Ji
m S

1" ) ,,--E. -+ ,"
n~l n -ooa.s.

* See Koopmans et~. [to be published].

'J '!
,)

11

m S
• • ) L: n
11 n=l n

-+ +ooa.s •

J
48



~ 0 as N~

51

since lim dl,N = 0 •
N-)-<JO

So the central limit theorem holds and hence

i.e. lim P[TN > 0] = 1/2
N~

but this contradicts what we had before, namely;

00 s
..2l=
ii

+00 a.s.

s
nTherefore, the assu~tion that E does not diverge is false.

n

Hence both
s

n
n

and E
s+

n
n

diverge a.s.
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